Scripps Institution of Oceanography

SIO Photographs, c1930-1968

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 27 items

DESCRIPTION: 27 black and white oversize photographs on SIO ships, the amphibious DUKW vehicle used by Scripps for entering and exiting the surf next to SIO pier, U.S. Navy ships, and other subjects. Photos were present in SIO Archives upon its formal establishment in 1981.

LIST

5 images of R/V Horizon

1 photo Horizon, Paolina T & Crest at dock

8 images R/V Crest

2 images R/V Alpha Helix

3 images “38' buoy boat used in near shore operations"

1 photo Star of India at dock

1 photo "Army Engineers DUKW used by SIO to measure profiles"

1 photo U.S. Navy 855

1 photo U.S. Navy 857

1 photo R/V Scripps

1 photo deck of unidentified yacht

1 photo unidentified U.S. Navy Ship

1 photo "DUKW going through the surf, Nov. 1, 1949"